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Multiple Instance Learning for Emotion
Recognition using Physiological Signals

Luca Romeo, Andrea Cavallo, Lucia Pepa, Nadia Bianchi-Berthouze, Massimiliano Pontil

Abstract—The problem of continuous emotion recognition has been the subject of several studies. The proposed affective computing
approaches employ sequential machine learning algorithms for improving the classification stage, accounting for the time ambiguity of
emotional responses. Modeling and predicting the affective state over time is not a trivial problem because continuous data labeling is
costly and not always feasible. This is a crucial issue in real-life applications, where data labeling is sparse and possibly captures only
the most important events rather than the typical continuous subtle affective changes that occur. In this work, we introduce a framework
from the machine learning literature called Multiple Instance Learning, which is able to model time intervals by capturing the presence
or absence of relevant states, without the need to label the affective responses continuously (as required by standard sequential
learning approaches). This choice offers a viable and natural solution for learning in a weakly supervised setting, taking into account
the ambiguity of affective responses. We demonstrate the reliability of the proposed approach in a gold-standard scenario and towards
real-world usage by employing an existing dataset (DEAP) and a purposely built one (Consumer). We also outline the advantages of
this method with respect to standard supervised machine learning algorithms.

Index Terms—Emotion Recognition, Multiple Instance Learning, Time Ambiguity, Physiological signals, Support Vector Machine,
Diverse Density
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1 INTRODUCTION

R ECENT years have witnessed a growing number of datasets
([1]–[11]) used to train learning systems capable of recog-

nising automatically the affective states of people engaged with
technology while accomplishing a given task. The aim of these
systems is to build a technology able to provide personalised
support or experiences while taking into account people’s psy-
chological needs or enabling an affective communication channel
between people and artificial agents.

Most of the initial datasets were built using acted expressions
or through well-controlled studies, where specific emotions were
elicited [1], [2]. This type of process enabled a full labeling of
each frame of the dataset.

As affective computing continues to mature, naturalistic
datasets are becoming available. Some of these datasets are
being fully labeled manually by experts [3], [7], [12] or naive
raters (AVEC, [8]–[10], [13]), and different forms of inter-rater
reliability have been used. Despite the importance that manual
labeling has had in the field of machine learning, in many cases,
such labeling is not feasible or scalable. This is more and more the
case as naturalistic data are gathered in real-life situations where
people do not want to be video recorded (to enable labeling)
for privacy reasons or where recording is not feasible (e.g. on
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the move rather than in front of a camera) [14]. In addition,
the continuous monitoring of people might result in datasets of
unlimited dimensions, making manual labeling too costly, if not
impossible.

Some affective states are also difficult to capture by an external
observer. For example, in [15], many physiotherapists did not
consider it feasible to judge the intensity of pain in patients, as
people respond to and express pain levels in different ways and
pain may be affected by other factors, such as anxiety (e.g. in
the context of chronic pain rather than acute pain), individual
pain threshold and individual pain tolerance. Self-report is often a
solution to label naturalistic datasets [4]–[6], [16], [17]; however,
it is not always possible to continuously interrupt people to self-
report their states. This could create frustrating disruptions to
people’s tasks (e.g. [12]) and in the case of patients it may even
lead to unhealthy catastrophising on one’s condition [18].

These issues have led to a growing number of datasets that are
only sparsely labeled [4]–[6], [11], [17], [19], [20] or in which
some of the states are sparsely annotated. External raters (e.g. an
observer) are often asked to focus on or detect what is salient
in a particular situation, rather than to identify any change in
emotional states [21]. Detecting salient states is important, e.g.
physiotherapists may focus on detecting increased anxiety in their
patients during an exercise rather than all the specific affective
changes that may occur. Furthermore, this reduces annotation cost
and at the same time it increases inter-rater reliability [15]. Finally,
by focusing on specific states, the raters’ task becomes more viable
[4]. Indeed, by constraining the number and types of states to be
attended to, raters can be trained to discriminate between them
[22].

Sparse annotation is also the outcome of self-reporting. The
constrains discussed above for the external-observer apply to self-
reporting too as self-reports can be considered as a case of self-
observation. In addition, for the reasons discussed above, self-
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reports can only be gathered sparsely. For example, labels are often
self-reported only at the end of short events, e.g. a video viewing
[4], [5] or a game (e.g. affective state of entertainment [19])).
In longer data collection (e.g. over a day or more), opportunistic
sampling is often the only viable practice. It consists of sparsely
reporting the affective states; participants are time to time asked
to report their affective state or the most salient one within the
last period of time. The time when to self-report the affective state
is generally triggered by either a specific person’s behaviour (e.g.
during the use of an app) or at specific moments during the day
(e.g. before going to sleep) and in some cases also at random
moments or when the person feels to report. In all these cases, the
labels are then used to classify entire segments of behavioural or
physiological data gathered around the time the label was reported.

Label sparsity creates challenges for the machine learning
community: labels represent only those captured and possibly
most salient affective events within the labeled time window [4]–
[6] rather than the typical continuous subtle affective changes
that may occur within it [8]–[10]. When these affective events
represent only a small part of the window, their labels become
noisy as they are instead modeled as if they were representative of
each frame within the labeled period.

Starting from this motivation, the aim of the present work is to
model the time intervals that better capture the presence of the self-
reported emotions, without the need to label the affective states
continuously (as required by sequential learning approaches). In
this context, we introduce a framework from the machine learning
literature called Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [23]. This
framework offers a viable and natural solution for learning in a
weakly supervised setting by taking into account the temporal
ambiguity of the emotional response. In such a weakly supervised
setting, each label only specifies the presence or absence of a
specific affective state within the given period without localising
when it exactly occurred or was expressed. This work contributes
to the affective computing field for the following reasons:
• it introduces the MIL framework for capturing the temporal

ambiguity of the occurrence of an affective state [24], [25].
The current approach seeks to detect the most prominent
emotional events rather than the continuous affective changes
that occur within a labeled period.

• it proposes an application of three MIL-based methods for
the emotion recognition task and demonstrates a significantly
improved prediction performance over the best standard su-
pervised machine learning approaches.

• it measures and demonstrates the reliability of the proposed
approach in real-world usage, where the unobtrusiveness of
the device and the lower accuracy of the sensors provide a
challenging scenario to machine learning.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review pre-
vious related works. The MIL framework is outlined in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the two datasets employed for the analysis, and
experimental results are presented in Section 5. The conclusions
and future research directions are presented in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

MIL has attracted much attention from the research community,
especially in recent years, as the amount of data needed to learn
difficult tasks has increased exponentially [26]. The annotation of
large datasets requires a highly costly effort (not always feasible)
to label them correctly and continuously. MIL can reduce this

burden, as it is able to operate in a weakly supervised setting
[26], [27]. Current MIL methods have been proven useful in a
variety of domains, including bioinformatics [23], medical image
analysis [28], text processing [29], educational scenarios [30] and
object recognition and tracking studies [31].

MIL has been used in previous studies on affective computing,
although with different data modalities than those considered
in the present paper and, most importantly, with the aim to
address a different problem than the temporal sparse labeling.
Specific methods based on MIL have been used to model the
spatial ambiguity of the emotion in an image [32]–[34] or in text
data [35], [36]. Considering that different regions of an image
frame may correspond to different emotions or that different
regions of an image frame may contribute differently to a general
emotion portrayed in the image, the authors in [32]–[34] aim
to identify peaks in the spatial dimension of the image frame
that correspond to the dominant expression label assigned to it,
i.e. the peaks are sparse inside each block of the image frame
(intra-frame annotation). Similarly, MIL was used for the affective
opinion classification of users’ reviews (bags) by assigning the
label associated with a review to each sentence (instance) in
that review (bag) [35], [36]. Some approaches [34], [37] tried to
extend this formulation to model the temporal variation of facial
expressions between subsequent image frames, with supervised
learning algorithms (e.g. Hidden Markov Model [34] or Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [37]) requiring the continuous labeling
of each image frame. However, in contrast current approaches
[32]–[34], [37], we propose to capture the time ambiguity of the
emotion where only weak labels at the sequence level are available
(inter-frame annotation), i.e. only time windows are labeled rather
than each frame within those time windows. This means that
data labeling is sparse and possibly describes only the dominant
affective state for each labeled time window.

Most related to our work are the papers [38]–[45] that pro-
posed the application of MIL for capturing the time ambiguity
of pain [38]–[42], affective music response [43], behavioural
expressions [44] and vocal interaction [45]. As discussed below,
the main differences with our work lie in the (i) multiple instance
algorithms we propose, (ii) the nature of the employed predictors
(e.g. physiological signals rather than facial expressions, music)
and (iii) the type of affective response (e.g. affective dimensions
rather than pain).

In [38], [39], the MIL-boost method [46] was applied to
the problem of automatic pain recognition from videos. They
represented each video as a bag containing multiple time segments
that are modeled using the MIL extension of the gradient-boosting
framework. The authors in [38], [39] encapsulated the temporal
dynamics by representing the data not as individual frames but
as segments. As we shall see in the experimental section, our
SVM-based MIL method performs favourably over MIL boost. A
different approach was used in [40], where the authors proposed
a structured latent variable model for learning sub-events with
weakly supervised data. In [41], [42] instead, the authors imposed
an ordinal constraint on the instance labels for modeling the weak
relation between instance and sequence labels introducing the
Multi-Instance Dynamic Ordinal Random Fields [47] for solving
the regression task. The structured models of these studies require
multiple parameter vectors that act at different temporal positions,
impose learning constraints on the temporal order of such vectors
[40] or need to encapsulate dynamic information in undirected
graphical regression models [41], [42]. On the contrary, our work
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aims to model the most prominent emotional sub-event without
assuming an ordinal and defined structure of the instances in the
presence of sparse labeling.

MIL was used in [43] to automatically recognise the affective
content of a piece of music using a generative approach based
on a hierarchical Bayesian model. Each song is associated with
a bag, and the temporal audio segments form the corresponding
instances. On the contrary, here, we present three discriminative
MIL methods that solve the classification problem directly.

Recently, MIL was employed for behavioural coding [44]
during problem-solving discussions. The authors’ aim in [44]
was to reveal the local/global nature of behaviours, estimating
the level of ambiguity presented via a particular channel (i.e.
acoustic, lexical and visual channels) through the application of
the Incremental Diverse Density (DD) method [48], [49], followed
by an SVM. Similarly, in [45], the authors proposed different DD
classifiers based on expectation maximisation that can be used
for affective state recognition in married couples’ interactions.
Although the methodology applied in [44] and [45] is similar
to the methodology presented in this paper (named Expectation
Maximization Diverse Density [EMDD]-SVM), we go further by
applying three other MIL methodologies. These methods repre-
sent natural extensions of standard supervised learning methods,
namely SVMs and boosting, whereas the DD-based methods are
specific learning algorithms that do not compare favorably in the
limiting case of the standard supervised learning setting [29].

Finally, we comment on the differences between our approach
and those based on the Bag of Words (BoW) representation, a
prominent technique in computer vision and document classifica-
tion. This methodology represents a given input with the frequency
histogram relative to a prescribed set of words. Standard BoW
models only focus on the number of words (occurrences) while
ignoring the spatial-temporal information within the input. Hence,
BoW based models may not be able to localise similar physiolog-
ical responses occurring at different relative periods of time in an
input sequence. To overcome this limitation, a sequential BoW
model [50] was proposed for human action classification; this
modeling techinque captures the temporal ambiguity by segment-
ing the entire action into sub-actions. Furthermore, spatiotemporal
feature extraction within a BoW framework was proposed by
[51] for depression analysis using upper body expressions from
video clips. The main differences between the above mentioned
approaches and ours lie in: (i) the different nature of the task (they
aim to solve a computer vision-based task) and the different nature
of predictors (they employed a histogram of spatial-temporal word
occurrence for each video clip); (ii) the method proposed by
[51] is not tailored to extract the most prominent histogram of
head movement within each video. We have provided evidence of
how our method can be exploited to localise the most prominent
emotional response (see Section 5.5); (iii) the final prediction
in [50] was obtained by assigning a certain weight and salience
to each sub-action in order to mitigate the time ambiguity. In
particular, the weight and salience are determined in advance
according to the sub-actions discrimination evaluated by training
data. Instead, in our approach, the local emotional response is
directly learned by the MIL-based model by capturing the most
prominent emotional events.

3 MULTIPLE INSTANCE LEARNING

The background about the MIL methodology is provided in
Section 3.1. The employed notation is described in Section 3.2.

The proposed Expectation Maximization Diverse Density – SVM
(EMDD-SVM) is described in Section 3.3, while the maximum
pattern margin (mi-SVM) and maximum bag margin (MI-SVM)
formulation are reported in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 respec-
tively, starting from the definition of Single Instance Learning-
SVM (SIL-SVM) and Normalised Set Kernel-SVM (NSK-SVM)
(see Section 3.4).

3.1 Background

In the MIL paradigm, the learner receives a set of bags along
with the corresponding labels. Each bag contains multiple in-
stances. In this paradigm, the data are assumed to have some
ambiguity about how the labels are assigned: a bag is labeled as
negative if all of its instances are negative, while it is labeled
as positive if there is at least one positive instance. The MIL
problem was originally formalised for drug activity prediction by
[23], where the authors developed a multiple instance algorithm
for learning Axis-Parallel Rectangles (APRs). Subsequently, [49]
introduced the DD framework for solving the person identification
problem. The combination of the EM algorithm with the diverse
density algorithm [52] improved the computation time and the
robustness against the number of irrelevant features. Furthermore,
several adaptations of SVMs were proposed for MIL. In the NSK
configuration of [53], a traditional SVM was trained with bags
represented as the sum of all its instances, normalised by the L1-
or L2-norm, while in the Statistical Kernel set [53], every bag was
transformed into a feature vector representation (i.e. the maximum
and minimum value across all instances in the bag). Other SVM
approaches, called, respectively, mi-SVM and MI-SVM, follow
an heuristic approximation outlined in [29]. The mi-SVM aims to
label the instances in the positive bags using the learned decision
hyperplane. Specifically, if a positive bag contains no instances
labeled as positive, the instance that gives the maximum value of
the decision function for that bag is relabeled as positive. While in
the MI-SVM, for every positive bag, the learned decision function
is used to select the bag instance that gives the maximum value.

3.2 Notation

In the following subsections, we propose the application of MIL
to the emotion recognition task during a multimedia interaction
using the physiological features.

We use the following notation:
• We let N+ and N− be the number of positive and negative

training bags, respectively.
• We let B+

1 , . . . ,B
+
N+ and B−1 , . . . ,B

−
N− be the set of positive and

negative training bags, respectively. We let B be the training
set formed by all such bags.

• We let x+i j and x−i j be the set of vector instances in the i-th
positive and negative training bag, respectively, where j is
the index running over the instances in each bag.

• We let L be the number of instances for each bag.
In the present study, each bag is assumed to contain the same

amount of instances (L). The rationale behind this choice is to
provide a naturalistic setting, where each instance is represented
by the features computed by the same amount of samples (i.e.
fixed window length size). However, the different duration of the
video stimuli and the latency of physiological response can lead
to analyze a signal with different length for each trial. In this
scenario the window size can be adapted according to the different
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length of the signal. For example, starting with two different trials
with different duration (i.e., 2 min and 4 min), each window size
can be changed respectively to 24 s and 48 s in order to retrieve
the same number of instances (i.e., L=5) within each Bag across
different trials. On the one hand, the different number of samples
for each window might lead to bias in the features set. On the other
hand, a fixed window size across each trial leads to a different
number of instances for each bag. For instance, a window size
fixed to 24 s would lead to L=5 and L=10 for a video of duration
2 min and 4 min respectively. In the MIL paradigm each bag B
is allowed to have a different size, which means that the L can
vary among the bags in the dataset [27]. This formulation allows
the feature set to be computed by considering the same amount of
samples across different instances without introducing any bias.
The proposed MIL-based algorithms (EMDD-SVM, mi-SVM and
MI-SVM) readily generalise to a different number of instances
for each bag (i.e. L+

i and L−i ) by taking into account the different
response latencies of physiological signals for different types of
induced stimuli. As confirmation of this point, we have provided
the general formulation of the proposed MIL-algorithms.

3.3 EMDD-SVM

The key idea behind EMDD is the DD concept and EM algorithm.
DD is a measure of the intersection of the positive bags minus the
union of the negative bags. Then, by maximising DD, we can look
for both the intersection point (the desired concept) and the set of
feature weights. Indeed, the DD at a point h in the feature space
is a probabilistic measure of both how far the negative instances
are from h and how many different positive bags have an instance
near h. Specifically, the DD of a particular concept h is defined as:

DD(h)≡ P(h|B). (1)

The application of Bayes Rule leads to the finding of the maximum
likelihood estimation:

ĥ = argmax
h∈H

[P(h|B)] = argmax
h∈H

[
P(B|h)P(h)

P(B)

]
(2)

where H is the hypothesis space. Then, assuming independence of
the bag instances, uniform prior of the instances and reapplying
Bayes rule, leads to:

ĥ = argmax
h∈H

[N+

∏
i=1

P(B+
i |h)

N−

∏
i=1

P(B−i |h)
]

= argmax
h∈h

[N+

∏
i=1

P(h|B+
i )

N−

∏
i=1

P(h|B−i )
]
. (3)

The posterior probability is estimated using the noisy-or ap-
proximation [54]:

P(h|B+
i ) = P(h|x+i1, . . . ,x

+
iL+i

) = 1−
L+i

∏
j=1

(1−P(h|x+i j))

P(h|B−i ) = P(h|x−i1, . . . ,x
−
iL−i

) =
L−i

∏
j=1

(1−P(h|x−i j))

(4)

where, for every vector x, we defined P(h|x) = exp(−‖x−
h‖2).

While the learning concept points in the instance space, we can
also find the best scaling for each k feature that maximises DD.

Then, the Euclidean distance ‖xi j − h‖2 becomes the weighted
distance ∑k s2

k‖x
(k)
i j −h(k)‖2. The optimisation of DD returns both

a location c and a scaling vector s that belong to the hypothesis
space H (H = {c,s}). The employed optimisation procedure is
comprised of multiple gradient-based optimizations: a line search
and a quasi-Newton search.

The intuition behind the EMDD [52] algorithm is to start with
some initial condition of the target point h by trying points on
the positive bag. Afterwards in the E-step, the hypothesis h is
used to pick one instance from each bag that is most likely to
be the one responsible for the label given to the bag. In the
second step (M-step), the two-step gradient ascent search [54]
of the standard DD algorithm was implemented to find a new h′

that maximises DD(h). Because our goal was to classify the self-
reported emotional events, categorised in the form of low/high
levels of valence and arousal and triggered by each specific video,
we propose an adaptation of the EMDD algorithm. The EMDD
algorithm was repeated using a different set of initial instances
picked from 10 different positive bags. These 10 positive bags
were chosen randomly within the training set. The final optimal-
scaled concept point h was then the maximum (in terms of DD)
of each scaled concept point computed using a new set of initial
values. Then, once the scaled concept has been learned, features
based on this concept are used to train a linear SVM model.
Nearest concept features define the features mapping for each bag
as being the minimum distance of any of the instances in that bag
to the scaled concepts as follows:

φ(B+
i ) = min

1≤ j≤L+i
(∑

k
s2

k‖x
+ (k)
i j − ĥ(k)‖2)

φ(B−i ) = min
1≤ j≤L−i

(∑
k

s2
k‖x
− (k)
i j − ĥ(k)‖2). (5)

The optimisation of SVM hyperparameter (i.e. box constraint)
was performed by the implementation of a grid search and the
optimisation of the macro-F1 score (F1) in a nested Cross Vali-
dation evaluation according to [55]. The macro-F1 provides the
unweighted mean of the F1 score computed for each label. It
is a consistent metric because it does not take into account the
potential imbalance between labels. Because of this consistency,
the macro-F1 score is widely used in affective computing fields
to evaluate the performance of ML models [4], [56]. For the
purpose of our study, the Box Constraint was picked inside the
subset {0.1,0.5,1,5,25,100}. The subset was constructed around
the sub-optimal value picked by a random search. As evidence of
our choice, the best-selected value of the hyperparameter always
falls in the middle of the considered range.

3.4 SIL-SVM and NSK-SVM

The SVM aims to choose the decision boundary to maximise
the margin, which is defined as the smallest distance between
the decision boundary and any of the samples, see [57] for more
information. The SIL approach transforms the MIL problem into
a standard supervised learning problem by assigning the bag’s
label to all instances inside the bag. Then, a standard SVM is
applied to the collection of labeled instances. That is, it solves the
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optimisation problem:

min
www,b,ξ

1
2
‖www‖2 +C

(N+

∑
i=1

L+i

∑
j=1

ξ
+
i j +

N−

∑
i=1

L−i

∑
j=1

ξ
−
i j

)
s.t.

wwwT x+i j +b≥ 1−ξ
+
i j

wwwT x−i j +b≤−(1−ξ
−
i j )

ξ
−
i j ,ξ

+
i j ≥ 0

(6)

where C represents the Box Constraint.
Instead, in the NSK [53], a bag is represented as the sum of

all its instances, normalised by its L1- or L2-norm. The resulting
representation is used to train a standard SVM by solving the
optimisation problem:

min
www,b,ξ

1
2
‖www‖2 +C

(N+

∑
i=1

ξ
+
i +

N−

∑
i=1

ξ
−
i

)
s.t.

wwwT ∑ j x+i j

|B+
i |

+b≥ 1−ξ
+
i

wwwT ∑ j x−i j

|B−i |
+b≤−(1−ξ

−
i )

ξ
−
i ,ξ+

i ≥ 0.

(7)

3.5 mi-SVM

The mi-SVM problem for MIL [29] is given by:

min
yi j

min
www,b,ξ

1
2
‖www‖2 +C

(N+

∑
i=1

L+i

∑
j=1

ξ
+
i j +

N−

∑
i=1

L−i

∑
j=1

ξ
−
i j

)
s.t.

yi j(wwwT x+i j +b)≥ 1−ξ
+
i j

wwwT x−i j +b≤−(1−ξ
−
i j )

ξ
−
i j ,ξ

+
i j ≥ 0

(8)

where the variable yi j is a binary variable associated with the
instances in the positive bags and is bound to satisfy the constraint
that yi j = 1 for at least one j ∈ {1, . . . ,L}.

Notice that the mi-SVM optimisation problem (8) is a mixed
integer programming problem that can only be tackled with
heuristic methods. In particular, we used the optimisation heuristic
proposed in [29]. The mi-SVM starts by training the SIL-SVM
described above. This is followed by a relabeling of the instances
in the positive bags using the SIL decision hyperplane. Hence, if a
positive bag contains no instances labeled as positive, the instance
that gives the maximum margin of the decision hyperplane is rela-
beled as positive. This relabeling procedure is repeated, retraining
a new SVM model until no labels are changed.

3.6 MI-SVM

The MI-SVM is an alternative way of applying the maximum
margin approach to the MIL scenario. The underlying idea is to
learn a model that assigns a margin larger than one to at least

one instance in the positive bags. This leads to the optimisation
problem:

min
www,b,ξ

1
2
‖www‖2 +C

(N+

∑
i=1

ξ
+
i +

N−

∑
i=1

L−i

∑
j=1

ξ
−
i j

)
s.t.

max
j

wwwT x+i j +b≥ 1−ξ
+
i

wwwT x−i j +b≤−(1−ξ
−
i j )

ξ
−
i j ,ξ

+
i ≥ 0.

(9)

The first constraint in this optimisation problem is not convex.
By introducing an extra variable s(i) for each bag, it is possible to
convert the above formulation into a mixed integer programming
problem. Then, in the bag-centered formulation, only one pattern
per positive bag will determine the margin of the bag. These
patterns can be identified as a witness of the entire bag. Hence,
the MI-SVM formulation can be formulated as in [29]:

min
s

min
www,b,ξ

1
2
‖www‖2 +C

(N+

∑
i=1

ξ
+
i +

N−

∑
i=1

L−i

∑
j=1

ξ
−
i j

)
s.t.

wwwT x+is(i)+b≥ 1−ξ
+
i

wwwT x−i j +b≤−(1−ξ
−
i j )

ξ
−
i j ,ξ

+
i ≥ 0.

(10)

As in the mi-SVM, this mixed integer programme is hard to
solve efficiently (even for datasets of moderate size); therefore,
we employ the heuristic algorithm proposed in [29]. Note that
the MI-SVM approach effectively ignores the negative instances
in positive bags, and only one instance in the positive bags con-
tributes to the optimisation of the hyperplane. On the other hand,
in the mi-SVM, the negative instances in the positive bags, as well
as multiple positive instances from one bag, can be the support
vectors. At last, we note that, unlike the EMDD-SVM, both the
mi-SVM and MI-SVM are able to identify positive instances
belonging to positively labeled bags. It follows that a specific self-
reported emotional event that occurred while watching a specific
video can also be localised.

4 DATASETS

We tested the three MIL-based approaches with two datasets
in which the affective states were self-reported and sparsely
annotated. The three MIL-based approaches were designed for
modeling the temporal ambiguity of the affective response in a
weakly supervised scenario. Thus, we used the physiological sig-
nals as unidimensional data predictors for testing the effectiveness
and the reliability of our methodology. However, the algorithms
may be generalized to handle bi-dimensional data (e.g., facial
expressions) modeling both spatial and time dimension with sparse
intra-frame and inter-frame annotations.

The first experiment used high-quality data from the Database
for Emotion Analysis Using Physiological signals dataset (DEAP)
[4]. The database includes the possibility to classify 3-D emotion
dimensions induced by music videos shown to different users.
We aimed to investigate how our proposed MIL-based affective
state classification methods act when the physiological signal is
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gathered by accurate sensors in a controlled environment (gold-
standard scenario). In this setting, the user was monitored with an
accurate set of sensors and the labeling of the perceived emotion
was based on participants’ self-reports. The second experiment
aimed to test the reliability of our approach in a scenario closer
to the real-world applications. Data were collected by an unobtru-
sive smartwatch sensor (worn on the subject’s wrist) in a less-
controlled environment, where the first author in collaboration
with psychologists designed the data collection and the labeling
procedure. The smartwatch sensor collects physiological signals
without requiring additional sensors placed in different body parts
(e.g. in the DEAP dataset the galvanic skin response [GSR] was
measured by positioning two electrodes on the distal phalanges of
the middle and index fingers). The use of unobtrusive consumer
devices improves usability and acceptability on the one hand but
worsens the quality of recorded data on the other hand.

4.1 DEAP dataset

In the DEAP experiment [4], 32 healthy participants were asked
to watch 40 music videos. The video selection was performed by
a semi-automated method, with the main goal of minimising bias.
From the initial candidate of 120 stimuli (60 videos collected from
a database and 60 manually collected to maximise the clearness
of the emotional reaction for each of the quadrants), the final 40
test music videos were chosen by using a web-based subjective
emotion assessment interface. Each of the 40 resulting videos
lasted 1 min. The experiment was performed in two laboratory
rooms with controlled illumination. First, a 2 min baseline signal
was recorded, during which a fixation cross was displayed to
the participant, who was asked to relax during this period. Then,
the 40 videos were presented in 40 trials, each consisting of the
following steps:

1) The trial number was displayed to inform the participant of
their progress for 2 s.

2) Baseline recordings of 5 s (fixation cross).
3) Music video of 1 min.

After each video, participants were asked to self-report their
emotional experience in four dimensions: valence, arousal, domi-
nance and liking. The ratings for valence, arousal and dominance
could range from 1 to 9 and were collected through the Self-
Assessment Manikins (SAM)[58]. For the liking scale, thumbs
down/thumbs up symbols were used. Full-scalp EEG and 13
peripheral physiological signals, including GSR, respiration am-
plitude, skin temperature (ST), blood volume pressure by plethys-
mograph (BVP), electromyograms of zygomaticus and trapezius
muscles and electrooculogram (EOG) were recorded at a sampling
rate of 512 Hz.

4.2 Consumer dataset

Twenty-nine volunteers (14 females, age range 20-30 years) were
recruited at the Department of Information Engineering (Poly-
technic University of Marche, Ancona Italy). None of them had
a history of neurological disorders. They were asked to watch
six movie clips (each lasting 4 min) and self-report through the
SAM their emotional experience of each video in two dimensions:
valence and arousal. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the data
recording setup. The experiment was composed by two different
sessions performed on different days. Both sessions started with a
resting phase (baseline stage), where subjects were asked to relax

for 10 minutes lying on a couch without falling asleep. Then,
during the first session (experimental stage I), three movie clips
were presented to each participant. These videos were chosen
with the purpose of eliciting positive valence (i.e. happiness or
satisfaction) and to accustom subjects to the procedure. The movie
clips proposed in the second session (experimental stage II) were
instead selected with the aim of eliciting negative valence (i.e.
sadness or fear). At the end of each movie clip, subjects self-
reported (emotion self-assessment stage) the valence and arousal
experienced in response to the stimulus by means of nine-point
SAM scale [58] in a similar way to what was done in [4], [56].
The goal of this experiment was to provide a reliable prediction of
the self-reported emotional response independently from the order
and the nature of the video participants were presented with.

Synch	

Synch	

SAM	

MS	Band	2	

Cloud	storage	

Physiological	signals	

Mobile				
				App	

Laptop	

Monitor	21’	

Movie	clip	

Fig. 1: A flow description of the Consumer dataset experiment:
flow chart of the data recording setup. The physiological signals
were collected from smartwatch sensors (Microsoft Band 2 [MS
Band 2] [59]). A mobile application was implemented to gather
the physiological signals via Bluetooth. The data collection was
properly synchronised to the movie clips displayed on the laptop.
Before each trial, the smartwatch was connected to the laptop
to synchronise the clock time via the Microsoft Band Synch
application [60].

We collected physiological signals from the sensors of a smart-
watch (Microsoft Band 2 [59]) worn on each participant’s wrist.
A mobile application was implemented to gather the physiological
signals via Bluetooth. The data collection was properly synchro-
nised to the movie clips displayed on the laptop. Before each trial,
the smartwatch was connected to the laptop to synchronise the
clock time via the Microsoft Band Synch application [60]. Three
physiological signals were recorded: the inter-beat interval (IBI)
of heart rate (HR) acquired with an event-based sampling, the
GSR sampled at the frequency of 5 Hz and the ST sampled at the
frequency of 0.03 Hz.

The following aspects of the Consumer dataset contribute to
being close to a real-world application: (i) physiological mea-
surements were collected through a smartwatch, (ii) a mobile
application was implemented to gather the physiological signals
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from smartwatch to mobile phone; (iii) the subject is sitting while
watching TV movie without any specific constraint.

5 MODELING AND RESULTS

This section presents our experiments on the DEAP and Consumer
datasets. We first describe the data processing stage and the
experimental setup. Then, we present the experimental results and
statistical analyses 1.

5.1 Data processing
The features were extracted to be as similar as possible for both
datasets. The original self-reports of both arousal and valence
were binarised by thresholding at level 5 (midpoint) following the
other state-of-the-art works [4], [56] related to the DEAP dataset.
Figure 2 shows the percentage histograms of the original self-
reports for the arousal (see Figure 2a) and valence (see Figure 2b)
dimensions.
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(b) valence.

Fig. 2: The percentage histogram of the original self-reports of
both arousal (a) and valence (b).

Hence, we defined "low/negative" values as below 5 and
"high/positive" values as above 5 for both the arousal and valence
dimensions respectively. Data processing was implemented to
extract salient features for each physiological signal according to
the computed ML model. For the standard supervised learning ap-
proach, we considered the synchronously recorded physiological
signals over each video as a single instance represented by a row-
vector of d-features (bag-level features). For the MIL models, the
physiological signals were segmented using the timestamps of the
visualised videos. In particular, we evaluated two settings:
• 3 instances per bag: each synchronously recorded physiolog-

ical signal was segmented in three windows each containing
ns/2 samples (WS) and overlapped by WS/2;

• 5 instances per bag: each synchronously recorded physiolog-
ical signal was segmented in five windows each containing
ns/3 samples (WS) and overlapped by WS/2;

where ns is the total number of samples in a physiological
signal. Although we modeled the single bag as a set of multiple
instances represented by the extracted features, we did not assume
explicitly an ordinal and defined structure of the instance.

5.1.1 DEAP dataset
All the acquired physiological measurements were downsampled
to 128 Hz and then segmented into 60 s trials. The 5 s pre-
trial baseline was removed and thus not considered for further
analyses. The preprocessing and the feature extraction stages
were performed with the Matlab Toolbox for Emotional feAture
extraction from Physiological signals (TEAP) [61]. Table 1 shows

1. MATLAB code used in the experiments will be made available at the
following GitHub link: https://github.com/whylearning22/EmotionPrediction.

TABLE 1: Features extracted from physiological signals: DEAP
dataset. The employed physiological signals are galvanic skin re-
sponse (GSR), blood volume pressure (BVP), respiration (RESP)
and two channel electromyography signal (EMG). The preprocess-
ing and the feature extraction stage were performed with the Mat-
lab Toolbox for Emotional feAture extraction from Physiological
signals (TEAP) [61]. The admissible rise time range for finding
the number of GSR peaks was tuned from .1 to 4 sec while the
amplitude threshold was tuned to 20 ohm.

Signal Extracted Features

GSR 1) average peak amplitude; 2) average rising time; 3) number of peaks per
second; 4) average; 5) standard deviation; 6) 1st quartile; 7) 3rd quartile.

BVP 8) average; 9) standard deviation of Inter-beat interval (IBI); 10) average
of IBI; 11-15) multi-scale-entropy of IBI [2]; 16) spectral power in 0−0.1
Hz band; 17) spectral power in 0.1−0.2 Hz band; 18) spectral power in
0.2− 0.3 Hz band; 19) spectral power in 0.3− 0.4 Hz band; 20) energy
ratio between the frequency bands 0− 0.08 Hz and 0.15− 0.5 Hz; 21)
spectral power of IBI in 0.01−0.08 Hz band (LF); 22) spectral power of
IBI in 0.08−0.15 Hz band (MF); 23) spectral power of IBI in 0.15−0.5
Hz band (HF); 24) energy ratio of IBI between MF and LF+HF.

RESP 25) average; 26) standard deviation; 27) kurtosis; 28) skewness; 29-35) 7
spectral power in the bands from 0 to 2.5 Hz; 36) main frequency.

EMG 37-42) average; 38-43) standard deviation; 39-44) kurtosis; 40-45) skew-
ness; 41-46) spectral power over 20 Hz.

the physiological signals and the resulting 46 features used for the
data analysis. The ST was not considered in the analysis, due to
the presence of several outliers [61].

5.1.2 Consumer dataset
The zero-order hold interpolation was applied to resample all
physiological signals (i.e. GSR, IBI and ST) at 5 Hz while
preserving the information of the acquired signal. The GSR
samples that were higher than a 300 µS threshold were considered
outliers and replaced using the cubic spline interpolation. The 300
µS threshold was selected according to [62] by computing the
maximum acceptable absolute deviation around the median of the
GSR signal. All the data were then smoothed using a five-sample
moving average filter to reduce high-frequency noise. Because the
accuracy of the smartwatch data is not comparable with respect to
signals gathered from gold standard sensors (see [4]), the extracted
features corresponded to a subset of those computed by the major
reference works published in the affective computing literature
[4], [61], [63], [64] (see Table 2). Seven features of IBI (26−32)
were computed with respect to values recorded during the baseline
stage.

5.2 Modeling setup and measures
The extracted features represent the predictors of the proposed
MIL-based algorithm described in Section 3. The two classifi-
cation tasks perform a binary prediction of a low/high level of
arousal and negative/positive level of valence. The assessment
of the MIL model was performed according to the following
measures:
• accuracy: the percentage of correct predictions;
• confusion matrix: the square matrix that shows the type of

error in a supervised paradigm;
• macro-F1: the harmonic mean of precision and recall aver-

aged over all output categories;
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TABLE 2: Features extracted from physiological signals: Con-
sumer dataset

Signal Extracted Features

GSR 1) average; 2) standard deviation; 3) average of the derivative; 4)
root mean square of the derivative.

IBI 5) standard deviation; 6) standard deviation of the first difference;
7) root mean square of the first differences; 8) number of the
absolute values of the first differences samples greater than 50
ms (NN50); 9) number of the first differences samples greater
than 50 ms (dNN50); 10) number of the first differences samples
lower than 50 ms (aNN50); 11) number of the absolute values of
the first differences samples greater than 50 ms normalized over
the number of samples; 12) average of the absolute values of the
first differences; 13) average of the absolute values of the first
differences of the normalized signal; 14) average of the absolute
values of the second differences; 15) the means of the absolute
values of the second differences of the normalized signals; 16)
spectral power in 0.04− 0.15 Hz band (LF); 17) spectral power
in 0.15− 0.4 Hz band (HF); 18) energy ratio between LF and
HF; 19) energy ratio between LF and LF+HF; 20) energy ratio
between HF and LF+HF; 21) spectral power in 0.04− 0.4 Hz
band (LF+HF); 22) Poincare plot feature SD12; 23) Poincare plot
feature SD22; 24) Poincare plot feature SD12/SD22; 25) average
(IBImean); 26) NN50−NN50baseline; 27) dNN50−dNN50baseline;
28) aNN50−aNN50baseline; 29) IBImean− IBImean

baseline; 30) standard
deviation of the IBI with the mean value calculated from the
baseline IBI; 31) SD12/SD12

baseline; 32) SD22/SD22
baseline;

Skin
Temperature

33) average; 34) maximum

• receiver operating characteristic (ROC): is designed by plot-
ting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate
(FPR) at various threshold settings. It illustrates the perfor-
mance of a binary classifier as its discrimination threshold is
varied.

The macro-F1 score deviates from normality according to
the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (D = 0.268, p < .05).
Hence, to test for a significant difference from chance-level
classification, the one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test was per-
formed comparing the macro-F1 distribution with respect to level
of chance (.5). Accordingly, the statistical comparison between
the best proposed MIL-based approach and the best standard
supervised learning competitor was also performed by means of a
non-parametric one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test (significance
level = 0.05).

In both settings, we computed a user-specific and a user-
independent MIL model. Due to the high inter-subject variability
that affects the physiological signals [4], a user-independent setup
(i.e. Leave-One-Subject-Out [LOSO] evaluation) did not achieve
satisfactory performance (accuracy not above chance level) for the
DEAP dataset and was not reported in this study. The difficulty of
the user-independent task for the DEAP dataset is also confirmed
in [56], where the authors obtained satisfactory results only when
exploiting the EEG signal, as well. Furthermore, they implemented
a multiple kernel learning/multi-task approach for combining the
different natures of the employed predictors and for modeling
multiple users together, respectively. Future work will focus on
addressing individual differences in the DEAP dataset, which is
not the current focus on this paper. For the DEAP dataset, we thus
used Leave-One-Video-Out (LOVO) cross-validation. The LOVO
evaluation was implemented for each subject following the study
of [4], while the overall results were presented considering the
average performances over all participants.

For the second dataset (Consumer dataset), we used a 10-

fold Cross Validation (10-CV) evaluation over video and a LOSO
evaluation for the user-independent setup. The 10-CV evaluation
was implemented in the second experiment, dividing all videos
in 10 folds and selecting nine folds for training and one fold for
testing. This procedure allowed to take into account the small
number of observations for each subject. On the other hand, the
LOSO evaluation for the Consumer dataset was performed with an
iterative selection of one subject for testing and the other subjects
for training.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Experiment 1: DEAP dataset
Table 3 reports the outcome of the latest studies related to the
emotion approaches using the DEAP dataset and the physiological
signals as predictors. The Naive Bayes (NB), the linear SVM and
the Random Forest (RF) classifiers are standard supervised ML
algorithms used as comparison. The NB was employed in [4],
[65], while the RF achieved the best performance among other
tested supervised classifiers, such as Decision Tree and K-Nearest
Neighbors. Accordingly, both the SVM and RF were widely used
[8]–[10], [56] for solving emotion recognition tasks using other
biosignals (e.g. electroencephalogram) and facial expressions. In
addition, from the machine learning viewpoint, the applied MIL
methods are a theoretical extension of linear SVM. Following
[55], the optimal number of trees for the RF classifier was picked
from the subset {20,50,100,200} via nested Cross Validation.
Moreover, we compared the proposed approach with respect to
the Milboost methodology proposed in [38], [39] and originated
from the algorithm proposed by Viola et al. [46]. The number
of weak learners was set to 100. Although this hyperparameter
value has been originally set according to [39], further experiments
for different values ({20,50,100,200}) of this hyperparameter
confirmed that 100 weak learners is the best choice for solving
our task.

TABLE 3: State of the art: Emotion recognition using physiolog-
ical signals of the DEAP dataset. PHY: physiological signals, FS:
fisher score, NB: naive bayes, FFS: Forward Features Selection,
LOVO: Leave One Video Out evaluation, CV: Cross Validation
evaluation

Ref Year Method Signals Procedure Labels F1 ACC

[4] 2012 FS+NB PHY LOVO arousal .53 .57
valence .61 .63
liking .54 .59

[66] 2014 HMM PHY 5-CV arousal .55
valence .58

EOG+EMG+PHY 5-CV arousal 0.63
valence .54

[65] 2015 FFS + NB PHY LOVO arousal .59
valence .61

Table 4 shows the average accuracies and macro-F1 scores
of user-specific setup (LOVO evaluation) over participants for the
standard ML algorithms and the MIL methods for each task (i.e.,
arousal, valence) and setting (i.e. L = 3 and L = 5).

Concerning the estimation of the two arousal levels, the mi-
SVM method with L = 3 showed the highest macro-F1 (macro-F1
= 0.546, ACC = 0.611), while the EMDD-SVM approach with
L = 3 had the lowest macro-F1 (macro-F1=0.463, ACC = 0.559).
The MI-SVM method with L = 5 had the best outcome (macro-F1
= 0.612, ACC = 0.636) for recognising the valence level, while
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(a) The macro-F1 score of the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard
RF approach for each participant for the arousal task.
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(b) The macro-F1 score of the MI-SVM with L = 5 and the standard
RF approach for each participant for the valence task.
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(c) ROC curve of the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard RF
approach over all participants for the arousal task.
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(d) ROC curve of the MI-SVM with L = 5 and the standard RF
approach over all participants for the valence task.

Fig. 3: Experimental results 1: DEAP dataset.

the EMDD-SVM approach with L = 5 has the worst performance
(macro-F1 = 0.526, ACC = 0.566).

For the valence task, the macro-F1 was significantly higher
(p < .05) than chance level (.5) for both the standard and MIL
methods. The macro-F1 obtained from the EMDD-SVM with
L = 5 did not reach significance (p = .350). On the other hand,
for the estimation of arousal level, only the macro-F1 of the mi-
SVM approach with L = 3 achieved a p < .05, while none of the
other approaches implemented performed significantly better than
chance.

The macro-F1 of the MI-SVM approach with L = 5 is signifi-
cantly higher than RF (W = 366;Z = 1.898; p < .05) and SVM
(W = 390;Z = 2.347; p < .01) for the estimation of valence,
while the macro-F1 of the mi-SVM approach with L = 3 is
not signficantly higher than RF (W = 340;Z = 1.412; p = .079)
and SVM (W = 296;Z = 0.589; p = .278) for the prediction of
arousal.

We chose to compare macro-F1 scores, the confusion matrices
and the ROC of the best MIL approach with those obtained from
the best standard supervised learning competitor (i.e. RF) for both
the arousal and valence tasks.

Figure 3a shows the macro-F1 scores of the mi-SVM with
three windows per video and the standard RF approach for each
participant for the arousal task. When compared to standard RF,
the mi-SVM with L = 3 showed higher macro-F1 scores in 17 out
of 32 participants (i.e. participants 1-2, 5-10, 12-13, 18-19, 21-24,
30).

TABLE 4: Average accuracies (ACC) and macro-F1 (F1) of the
user-specific setup (LOVO evaluation) over participants for the
MIL algorithms. For comparison, we give the results of standard
NB, SVM and RF. Stars indicate whether the macro-F1 distribu-
tion over subjects is significantly higher than chance level (i.e.
macro-F1 = 0.5) according to the one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank
test (∗∗= p < .01,∗= p < .05).

Arousal Valence

Algorithm ACC F1 ACC F1

Standard

NB 0.572 0.514 0.595 0.577∗∗
SVM 0.591 0.539 0.581 0.557∗∗
RF 0.601 0.511 0.598 0.562∗∗

MIL

L = 3
mil-Boost 0.608 0.521 0.600 0.547∗∗
mi-SVM 0.611 0.546∗ 0.622 0.595∗∗
MI-SVM 0.594 0.533 0.577 0.556∗
EMDD-SVM 0.559 0.463 0.587 0.544∗

L = 5
mil-Boost 0.605 0.532 0.604 0.560∗∗
mi-SVM 0.583 0.512 0.621 0.593∗∗
MI-SVM 0.585 0.530 0.636 0.612∗∗
EMDD-SVM 0.589 0.501 0.566 0.526
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Table 5 shows the confusion matrices of the mi-SVM and the
RF approach over all participants for the arousal task. Notice that
the standard Recall of the mi-SVM (0.71) was higher than RF
(0.65), while the Precision of RF (0.65) was comparable with that
obtained by the mi-SVM (0.65).

TABLE 5: Confusion matrices (rows are the true classes) of the
mi-SVM with L = 3 and the RF approach over all participants for
the arousal task.

mi-SVM

low high
low 0.47 0.53
high 0.29 0.71

RF

low high
low 0.53 0.47
high 0.35 0.65

The overall ROC for the mi-SVM and RF is depicted in Figure
3c. The area under curve (AUC) of the mi-SVM (AUC = 0.639)
is higher than RF (AUC = 0.624).

Concerning the estimation of the valence level, the perfor-
mance of the MI-SVM with L = 5 is higher than the RF method
for 19/32 participants (i.e. participant 2, 3, 8, 10, 12, 14-15, 17,
19, 20-22, 24-27, 29-31) (see Figure 3b).

Table 6 shows the confusion matrices of the MI-SVM and
the RF approaches over all participants for the valence task. The
MI-SVM reaches higher standard Precision and Recall (0.67 and
0.68) values than the ones obtained for RF (0.63 and 0.65).

TABLE 6: Confusion matrices (rows are the true classes) of the
MI-SVM with L = 5 and the RF approach over all participants for
the valence task

MI-SVM

neg pos
neg 0.58 0.42
pos 0.32 0.68

RF

neg pos
neg 0.53 0.47
pos 0.35 0.65

Figure 3d shows the overall ROC for MI-SVM and the RF
method. The AUC for the MI-SVM (AUC = 0.658) is higher than
RF (AUC = 0.636).

5.3.2 Experiment 2: Consumer dataset

Evaluation over video. Table 7 shows the average accuracies
and macro-F1 scores of the user-specific setup (10-CV evaluation)
of the MIL algorithm and the standard methods for the two
dimensions of emotional state: arousal and valence. For the
classification of arousal level, the mi-SVM approach with L = 3
revealed the highest macro-F1 (macro-F1 = 0.637, ACC = 0.703),
while the RF classifier and the EMDD-SVM model with L = 3
had the lowest macro-F1 (respectively, macro-F1 = 0.473, ACC
= 0.594 and macro-F1 = 0.424, ACC = 0.630). The RF model
showed the best performance (macro-F1 = 0.682, ACC = 0.686),
while the mi-SVM method with L = 3 was the best competitor
(macro-F1 = 0.662, ACC = 0.669) for the valence classification.

TABLE 7: Average accuracies (ACC) and macro-F1 (F1) of the
user-specific setup (10-CV evaluation) over 10-fold for the MIL
algorithms. For comparison, we give the results of standard NB,
SVM and RF. Stars indicate whether the macro-F1 distribution
over the 10-fold is significantly higher than chance level (i.e.
macro-F1 = 0.5) according to the one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank
test (∗∗= p < .01,∗= p < .05).

Arousal Valence

Algorithm ACC F1 ACC F1

Standard

NB 0.546 0.530 0.623 0.618 ∗∗
SVM 0.641 0.552 0.591 0.569
RF 0.594 0.473 0.686 0.682∗∗

MIL

L = 3
mil-Boost 0.668 0.520 0.657 0.651∗∗
mi-SVM 0.703 0.637∗ 0.669 0.662∗∗
MI-SVM 0.643 0.554 0.618 0.599
EMDD-SVM 0.630 0.424 0.583 0.612

L = 5
mil-Boost 0.652 0.589 0.632 0.618∗
mi-SVM 0.640 0.600∗ 0.628 0.617
MI-SVM 0.685 0.590 0.656 0.636∗
EMDD-SVM 0.714 0.591 0.629 0.602∗

The standard SVM approach had the worst outcome (macro-F1 =
0.591, ACC = 0.569).

Concerning the classification of valence level, all the MIL
models except the mi-SVM with L = 5, the MI-SVM and the
EMDD-SVM with L = 3 showed a macro-F1 significantly higher
(p < .05) than chance level (.5), while for the standard methods
(i.e. NB, SVM and RF), the macro-F1 of the NB and RF overcame
significantly (p < .05) the chance level (.5). On the other hand, for
the estimation of arousal, only the mi-SVM with L = 3 and with
L = 5 revealed a macro-F1 significantly higher (p < .05) than
chance level (.5).

The macro-F1 of the mi-SVM approach with L = 3 is signif-
icantly higher than RF (W = 40.5;Z = 2.075; p < .05), but it is
not significantly higher than SVM (W = 33;Z = 1.185; p = .125)
for the estimation of arousal. The macro-F1 of mi-SVM approach
with L = 3 is not significantly higher than SVM (W = 36;Z =
1.540; p = .065) and RF (W = 10;Z = −0.766; p = .778) for the
prediction of valence.

Figure 4a shows the macro-F1 scores of each fold for both
the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard RF methods. The
classification of arousal level was identical for both methods in
fold 5, while the mi-SVM was superior to SVM for 8 out of 10
folds (i.e. 1-4, 6-8 and 10).

Table 8 shows the confusion matrices of the mi-SVM with
L = 3 and the standard RF approach over all folds for the arousal
task. The standard Recall and Precision of the mi-SVM (0.82 and
0.76, respectively) are greater than the ones of RF (0.77 and 0.67,
respectively).

The ROCs for the mi-SVM L = 3 and RF are depicted in
Figure 4c. The area under the curve (AUC) of the mi-SVM (AUC
= 0.697) is higher than the ones of RF (AUC = 0.576).

For the valence task, compared to standard RF, the mi-SVM
with L = 3 yielded a higher macro-F1 in three out of 10 folds (i.e.
fold 3, 5 and 7) and a comparable trend in three out of 10 folds
(see Figure 4b).
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(a) The macro-F1 score of the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard
RF approach for each fold for the arousal task.
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(b) The macro-F1 score of the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard
RF approach for each participant for the valence task.
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(c) ROC curve of the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard RF
approach over all folds for the arousal task.
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(d) ROC curve of the mi-SVM with L = 3 and the standard RF
approach over all folds for the valence task.

Fig. 4: Experimental results 2: Consumer dataset.

TABLE 8: Confusion matrices (rows are the true classes) of the
mi-SVM with L = 3 and the RF approach over all participants for
the arousal task

mi-SVM

low high
low 0.47 0.53
high 0.18 0.82

RF

low high
low 0.21 0.79
high 0.23 0.77

Table 9 shows the confusion matrices of the mi-SVM and the
standard RF approach over all folds for the valence task. The mi-
SVM showed a lower standard Recall than RF (0.61 vs 0.66). On
the other hand, the standard Precision of the mi-SVM (0.72) is
comparable than those of RF (0.73).

Figure 4d shows the ROC curves for the mi-SVM and the
standard RF method. The AUCs of the mi-SVM (AUC = 0.733)
and RF (AUC = 0.747) were comparable.

LOSO evaluation. Table 10 shows the average accuracies of the
user-independent setup (LOSO evaluation) of the MIL algorithm
and the standard methods for the two dimensions’ emotional state:
arousal and valence. For the classification of arousal level, the
EMDD-SVM with L = 5 revealed the highest accuracy (ACC =
0.691), while the NB classifier had the lowest accuracy (ACC

TABLE 9: Confusion matrices (rows are the true classes) of the
mi-SVM with L = 3 and the RF approach over all participants for
the valence task

mi-SVM

neg pos
neg 0.73 0.27
pos 0.39 0.61

RF

neg pos
neg 0.71 0.29
pos 0.34 0.66

= 0.500). The MI-SVM method with L = 3 showed the best
performance (ACC = 0.680) for the valence classification, while
the EMDD-SVM approach with L = 5 had the worst outcome
(ACC = 0.547).

For what concerns the classification of valence level, the
MI-SVM and the mil-Boost with L = 3 showed an accuracy
significantly higher (p < .05) than chance level (.5), while for the
standard methods (i.e. NB, SVM and RF), only the accuracy of
the RF overcame significantly (p < .05) the chance level (.5). On
the other hand, for the estimation of arousal, all the MIL methods
except the MI-SVM with L = 5 revealed a macro-F1 significantly
higher (p < .05) than chance level (.5). Both the accuracy of SVM
and of RF overcame significantly (p < .05) the chance level.
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TABLE 10: Average accuracies (ACC) of the user-independent
setup (LOSO evaluation) for the MIL algorithms. For comparison,
we give the results of standard NB, SVM and RF. Stars indicate
whether the accuracy distribution over the n subjects is signifi-
cantly higher than chance level (i.e. ACC = 0.5) according to the
one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test (∗∗= p < .01,∗= p < .05)

Arousal Valence

Algorithm ACC (std) ACC (std)

Standard

NB 0.500 (0.372) 0.595 (0.324)
SVM 0.647∗ (0.333) 0.571 (0.328)
RF 0.667∗∗ (0.315) 0.639∗ (0.290)

MIL

3 windows
mil-Boost 0.655∗ (0.365) 0.679∗∗ (0.296)
mi-SVM 0.655∗ (0.351) 0.579 (0.300)
MI-SVM 0.657∗∗ (0.277) 0.680∗∗ (0.264)
EMDD-SVM 0.682∗∗ (0.326) 0.561 (0.285)

5 windows
mil-Boost 0.621∗ (0.334) 0.556 (0.331)
mi-SVM 0.637∗ (0.348) 0.563 (0.279)
MI-SVM 0.598 (0.319) 0.645∗ (0.306)
EMDD-SVM 0.691∗∗ (0.296) 0.547 (0.329)

5.4 Window setting
The performance of the MIL-based approaches is influenced by
the structure of the bag (window setting): different (i) window
sizes (WSs) and (ii) overlap factors (OFs). WS refers to the
amount of samples within each window, while OF represents
the amount of overlap between two consecutive windows. For
instance, OF = 1/2 means that the amount of overlap between two
consecutive windows is WS/2. We have measured the sensitivity of
the algorithm to different window settings using the DEAP dataset
(gold-standard scenario, see Figure 5), which is comprised of 40
music videos of 1 min for each of the 32 participants. Because all
the acquired physiological signals were downsampled to 128 Hz,
each unsegmented physiological signal comprised 7680 samples
(ns = 7680). Note that WS = 7680 corresponds to taking a SIL
approach, while a small WS (e.g. WS = 1280 and WS = 640) did
not achieve a macro-F1 score above chance level (p < .05).

OF

WS

3840

2560

0 1/2 3/4

L=2 L=3 L=5

L=9L=5L=3

Fig. 5: Different explored window settings to measure the sen-
sitivity of the algorithm in the DEAP dataset. WS refers to the
window size (i.e. the amount of samples within each window), OF
refers to the overlap factor (i.e. the amount of overlap between
two consecutive windows) and L refers to the number of instances
of each bag.

The macro-F1 scores of the best MIL-based approaches are
summarised in Figure 6. The mi-SVM with WS = 3840 and
OF = 0 achieved the best performance for solving the arousal
task. The macro-F1 of the mi-SVM approach with this WS is

significantly higher (p < .05) than chance level (0.5). The MI-
SVM with WS = 2560 and OF = 1/2 achieved the best macro-F1
score for solving the valence task. Meanwhile, the macro-F1 of the
MI-SVM approach with this WS is significantly higher (p < .05)
than chance level (0.5).
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(a) The macro-F1 score of the mi-SVM with different window settings
for solving the arousal task.
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(b) The macro-F1 score of the MI-SVM with different window
settings for solving the valence task.

Fig. 6: The macro-F1 scores of the best MIL-based approach for
different WSs for the DEAP dataset. Stars indicate whether the
accuracy distribution over the 32 subjects is significantly higher
than chance level (i.e. macro-F1=0.5) according to the one-sided
Wilcoxon signed rank test (∗∗= p < .01,∗= p < .05).

5.5 Pattern localisation

The mi-SVM and MI-SVM can be exploited to localise the most
prominent emotional response inside each bag (i.e. predict the
label of each instance). In particular, we show the results of the
best MIL-based approach for predicting self-reported arousal (mi-
SVM with L = 3, see Figure 7a and Figure 7b) and valence (MI-
SVM with L = 5, see Figure 7c and Figure 7d) for a single movie
of the DEAP dataset for localising the most prominent emotional
responses inside each bag.

In the performed analysis, only the subjects who reported also
instances of a high level of arousal (respectively 22 subjects for
the video 6 and 20 subjects for the video 30) and a positive
level of valence (respectively 30 subjects for the video 19 and
22 subjects for the video 27) were considered. The main goal of
this analysis was to demonstrate the potential of the MIL methods
to localise—once the emotional response was present—the most
prominent emotional event within each bag. For this reason, we
considered all trials where the emotional response should be
present strongly in terms of a self-reported high level of arousal
and positive level of valence. However, because the experimental
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Fig. 7: Pattern localisation: DEAP dataset. The posterior probability of each instance of the mi-SVM with L = 3 for solving the arousal
tasks (a) and (b). The results show different subjects while watching video 6 (a) and 30 (b). The posterior probability of each instance
of the MI-SVM with L = 5 for solving the valence tasks (c) and (d). The results show different subjects while watching video 19 (c)
and 27 (d). The dashed line shows the posterior probability averaged over the considered subjects.

results were computed for the overall DEAP dataset, the prediction
of the label of each instance can be generalised for all trials
and for all subjects, regardless of whether they reported either
a low/negative or high/positive level of arousal and valence,
respectively. The margin of the predicted mi-SVM and MI-SVM
responses for each instance was mapped into a [0-1] interval (pos-
terior probability) by using a sigmoid function, without changing
the original error function. The mapping was performed according
to [67], adding a post-processing step where the sigmoid parame-
ters were learned with regularised binomial maximum likelihood.
Feature importance was computed according to the absolute value
of the mi-SVM and MI-SVM coefficients.

The changes in posterior probability of each instance of the
MIL methods can be correlated to physiological changes. Figure
8 shows the posterior probability and the related physiological
changes across each instance for solving the arousal task for
subjects 11 and 26 while watching video 6 (see Figure 8a) and for
solving the valence task for subjects 5 and 7 while watching video
19 (see Figure 8b). The videos were chosen from among the 40 as
those that have been rated with a high level of arousal and positive
level of valence by more than 50% of the subjects. Subjects 11 and
26 self-reported a high level of arousal for video 6 while subjects
5 and 7 self-reported a positive level of valence for video 19.
Although this deepening can be performed for all subjects, the
sparse model coefficients obtained for these four subjects might
help to interpret the results better in terms of any correlation
between the posterior probability of each instance of the MIL
methods and the physiological signals. The mi-SVM selected only
10 out of 46 features with a cumulative feature importance greater
than 50% for both subjects 11 and 26. Consequently, features
20 (BVP [sp energyRatio]) and 29 (RESP [sp001]) have been
identified as two of the most discriminative features in common
to both models for the arousal task. Similarly, in the valence task,

the MI-SVM selected only 11 out of 46 features with a cumulative
feature importance greater than 50% for both subjects 5 and 7.
Thus, features 26 (RESP [std]) and 38 (EMG [std ch1]) have been
used as two of the most discriminative features in common with
both models. The different ways in which the MIL method (i.e.
mi-SVM) chooses the most prominent instance for subjects 11
and 26 for predicting a high level of arousal may be associated
with different changes in RESP (sp001) and BVP (sp energyRatio)
features (see Figure 8a). Likewise, the similar ways in which the
MIL method (i.e. MI-SVM) chooses the most prominent instance
for subjects 5 and 7 for predicting a positive level of valence may
be associated with a similar trend in RESP (std) and EMG (std
ch1) features.

5.5.1 Feature importance
We expand on the previous analyses by considering whether there
is a sort of agreement on the way the MIL method selects the
most important features to discriminate a high level of arousal
and positive level of valence for different subjects while watching
videos 6 and 19, respectively (see Figure 9). Thus, based on the
pattern localisation analysis, we focused only on those subjects
who self-reported a high level of arousal and a positive level of
valence. For each subject, the absolute coefficient values were
normalised from 0 to 1. For both tasks, the MIL methods agreed
to consider the main frequency of the RESP signal (36) as the
less relevant feature. Concerning the arousal task, there is no sub-
stantial agreement on the most relevant features across different
subjects. However, on average, the most important features are the
average RESP (25), the average EMG signal (42) and the spectral
power over 20 Hz of the EMG signal (46) (see Figure 9a). On
the contrary, for the valence task, there is a high agreement across
subjects concerning how MI-SVM selects the spectral power over
20 Hz of the EMG signal (41) as one of the most relevant features
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(a) The posterior probability of each instance of the mi-SVM with L=
3 for solving the arousal task for subjects 11 and 26 while watching
video 6 and the related physiological changes for features 29) and 20).
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(b) The posterior probability of each instance of the MI-SVM with
L = 5 for solving the valence task for subjects 5 and 7 while watching
video 19 and the related physiological changes for features 26) and
38).

Fig. 8: Focus on pattern localisation: the posterior probability and
the related physiological changes for each instance.

and the average GSR (4) as one of the less relevant features. On
average, the most important features for solving the valence task
are the spectral power over 20 Hz of the EMG signal (41), the
skewness of the EMG signal (45) and the number of peaks of the
GSR signal (3) (see Figure 9b).

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This section presents the discussion and conclusions of our work.
We first discuss the presented results and suggest possible interest-
ing directions for future work. Then, we provide the conclusions.

6.1 Reliability of the proposed approach
The MIL approach is able to model the ambiguity of emotional
response in sparse labeling contexts, while standard supervised ap-
proaches (e.g. [4]–[6], [16], [17]) considered that emotion events
are pervasive through a given time window. The better effective-
ness of the proposed MIL approaches was confirmed, especially
in a gold-standard scenario (DEAP dataset) using a user-specific
setup for solving the valence and arousal task (see Table 4).
Accordingly, the classification of the arousal is more challenging
and the MIL is not always statistically superior to the best standard
supervised ML. However, the MIL approaches disclose higher
reliability for solving the arousal task in an experiment closer to
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(a) The most discriminative features selected by mi-SVM with L = 3
for solving the arousal task for video 6.
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for solving the valence task for video 19.

Fig. 9: Feature importance: the most discriminative features across
subjects. The feature importance was computed according to the
absolute value of the mi-SVM and MI-SVM coefficients. For each
subject, the absolute coefficient values were normalised from 0 to
1.

the real-world usage by using a purposely built dataset (Consumer
dataset) (see Table 7). The MIL approaches are able to generalise
across the unseen subject in the real-world scenario (Consumer
dataset, user-independent setup, LOSO evaluation). However, the
high difficulty of this task due to intrinsic inter-subject variability
leads to the high variance of the extracted results (see Table
10). In particular, the obtained results (see Table 4, Table 7 and
Table 10) suggest that the MIL algorithms are able to learn the
most prominent emotional events that lead to better displaying
the presence of self-reported emotions. Differently, the standard
supervised learning approaches (e.g. [4]–[6], [16], [17]) are not
always able to model the affective change that occurs. The labels
are used to annotate the entire segment of physiological data,
and the algorithm learns a global emotional response that is not
always representative of the self-reported emotion. In other words,
the proposed MIL approaches act at the bag level to classify the
overall emotional response taking into account the local response,
while the standard supervised learning approaches do not consider
the local information represented by every single instance, but only
provide a global response averaged over the entire video sequence.

6.2 Valence vs Arousal recognition tasks

The arousal recognition task discloses a relatively lower accuracy
compared to valence classification (see Table 4 and Table 7). This
is in line with the results obtained by [4] and with recent findings
in the field of cognitive sciences. These findings confirm how
the self-reports of arousal hardly predict its physiological values
[68], [69]. However, the mi-SVM approach is above (p < .05)
chance level (i.e. macro-F1 = .5) in the gold-standard scenario
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(DEAP), although the gain with respect to the standard supervised
classifiers is not statistically superior.

The proposed MIL SVM extensions (i.e. mi-SVM, MI-SVM)
seem to be more reliable with respect to the EMDD-SVM and
mil-Boost, especially for the gold-standard scenario (see Table
4). However, they suffer from the unbalanced setting related to the
arousal task in the Consumer dataset (i.e. 32% low arousal vs 68%
high arousal) (see Figure 2a). In particular, the MIL SVM-based
approaches are more sensitive than the EMDD-SVM (i) to the
higher noise present in the self-report arousal response [68], [69],
(ii) to the unbalanced setting (see Figure 2a) and (iii) to the higher
variability/noise of the user-independent setup (LOSO evaluation)
(see Table 10). This may be explained by the implicit feature
selection performed by the EMDD algorithm. The scaling vector
(s2

k) gives weight to the features in order to maximize DD. This
pre-processing step could lead to a decrease in the generalisation
error across unseen subjects, especially in the presence of a high
unbalanced dataset [70]. This fact is confirmed by the LOSO
evaluation results (see Table 10), where the EMDD-SVM achieved
the best accuracy for solving the arousal task.

6.3 Towards the real world usage
The benefits of the MIL apply to real-life application. Despite
the lower accuracy of the sensors and the lesser consistency
of the labeling procedure, the proposed MIL methodology is
able to predict reliably (above chance level) across unseen trials
the valence state (mi-SVM, macro-F1 = .662) and at the same
time provide a reliable estimation for the arousal state (mi-
SVM, macro-F1 = .637) (see Table 7). The performance for
the arousal task is also statistically higher than that obtained
by standard supervised ensemble algorithms widely used in the
affective computing scenario (i.e. RF) [8]–[10]. Accordingly, the
MIL approach is able to predict reliably (above chance level)
(see Table 10) the valence state (MI-SVM, accuracy = .680)
and arousal state (EMDD-SVM, accuracy = .691) of subjects left
out from the training phase (user-independent setup). The largest
improvement obtained by the MIL-based methods for the arousal
task can be motivated by (i) the longer duration of the movie (i.e.
4 min) with respect to the DEAP dataset (i.e. 1 min) and (ii) the
higher level of noise during the labeling procedure. Because the
assumption of the standard supervised learning approach is that the
emotion is pervasive within the window of time during which the
label was gathered, this can lead to an increase in noise when the
emotional stimuli have a longer duration. On the other hand, the
proposed MIL approaches aim to capture only the most prominent
event without assuming that the emotional response is constant
over each frame. As a consequence, the physiological pattern can
be captured with a higher resolution in time with respect to the
overall sequence, leading to a better discrimination of self-reported
emotion.

6.4 Structure of the bag
The performance of the MIL method is influenced by the structure
of the bag. Hence, changing the size of each window can help to
better model the local nature of the emotional response. The ex-
perimental comparison performed with different window lengths
(WS = 640, WS = 1280, WS = 2560 and WS = 3840) and overlap
factors (OF = 0, OF = 1/2 and OF = 3/4) (see Figure 6) confirms
this hypothesis in all the performed analyses. Thus, a high number
of instances representing a short time window of physiological

response may lead to an increase in time resolution to capture the
most prominent event. On the other hand, a too-short time window
of the physiological signal (e.g. WS = 1280 and WS = 640) leads
to the extraction of a lower frequency resolution of some salient
features (e.g. the frequency spectrum of the IBI of the BVP signal).
Accordingly, a low number of longer instances may lose salient
information related to the local physiological response. This is
especially confirmed for solving the valence task in a SIL instance
learning scenario and with L = 2 (i.e. OF = 0 and WS = 3840)
(see Figure 6b). The choice of the number of instances for each
physiological signal (synchronously recorded over each video)
can change for each subject and depends on several factors, such
as the type and duration of stimuli. Although we demonstrated
experimentally how the optimal number of instances falls within
the implemented experimental setting (L = 2, L = 3 and L = 5)
(see Figure 6a and Figure 6b), an intriguing future direction,
the author aims might consist of selecting the correct number of
instances maximising information theory metrics, such as entropy
and mutual information.

6.5 Localisation of the most prominent emotional re-
sponse and selection of the most relevant features

The mi-SVM and MI-SVM methods are natural MIL extensions
of the standard supervised SVM. However, although both method-
ologies were used for the classification task at the bag level, they
were also conceived for predicting instances’ labels. Thus, the mi-
SVM and MI-SVM were exploited not only for discriminating
the affective response but also for localising the most prominent
emotional responses inside each bag. The pattern localisation
results highlight how the predictive power of each instance is not
constant, thus leading to the discovery of the time interval of the
video stimuli, where the physiological pattern of interest is more
strongly displayed for discriminating the self-reported positive
valence and the high arousal level (see Figure 7). Moreover, we
found that in some cases, there is a sort of temporal correlation
about the localisation of the self-reported emotion for a different
subject while watching the same movie (see Figure 7c and Figure
8b).

A further analysis highlighted how the different behaviours of
the MIL methods in choosing the most prominent instances can
be associated with different changes in the physiological features
(see Figure 8). Accordingly, in some cases where there is a sort of
agreement concerning how the MIL localises the most prominent
event between two different subjects, the physiological features
reflect this agreement by showing a similar trend (see Figure 8b).
Starting from this temporal analysis, we go further to determine
whether the MIL methods agree on which discriminative features
are the best, despite their different choices of instances (see Figure
9). Overall, for the arousal task, there is no agreement on the fea-
ture importance across subjects. This may further support the high
variability between subjects and, hence, the higher difficulty in
solving the arousal task (see Figure 9a). The agreement increases
in the valence task, where the MI-SVM selects the EMG signal
feature (i.e. spectral power over 20 Hz of the EMG signal [41])
as the most discriminative feature (see Figure 9b). The feature
importance results highlight how the EMG-based features contain
higher discriminative information to solve the valence (see Figure
9b) task.

Continuous human emotion recognition based on sequential
learning approaches requires a costly labeling procedure and a
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huge amount of data [24], which is not always feasible and
scalable in real-life scenarios, where available labels are instead
sparse and possibly describe only the most important events
within a window of time. Despite the sparsity of these labels,
many approaches (e.g. [4]–[6], [16], [17]) considered every single
label as representative of each data frame that falls within the
window of time during which the label was gathered. According
to the length of such time window, it is likely that changes in
the affective states may have instead occurred [71]–[73] with the
label representing often noise rather than ground truth. Hence,
supervision is provided only for the entire set of the frame (i.e.
bag/video), and the individual label of the instances enclosed in
the video is not provided. Thus, the self-reported overall emotional
response cannot be always identified by a single observation, but
by the interaction or the combination of several instances that are
able to capture a local emotional response over time.

The work presented in this paper aimed to solve this challenge
by:
• introducing the MIL methodologies for modeling only the

most prominent emotional events rather than the continuous
affective changes that occur;

• improving the emotion recognition performance with respect
to standard supervised classifiers widely used for the categor-
ical emotion recognition task;

• encouraging the application of this methodology in a setup
closer to the real-world scenario, i.e. using an unobtrusive
smartwatch sensor (worn on the subject’s wrist) that is more
prone to noise but acceptable for everyday usage.

Future works may be devoted to extending the MIL-based
approach in a different scenario. This would involve modeling,
discriminating and localising self-reported emotion. Following
this direction we plan to consider experiments in which it might
be possible to validate the predicted instance labels from MIL
with a sort of ground truth labels collected in a fully annotated
dataset. Identifying when the emotional response occurs within
the labeled time window could further inform the personalisation
that technology can provide to the person. For example, in the
case of physical rehabilitation, knowing when a person becomes
anxious during an exercise could help the rehabilitation system
to understand in what part of the exercise routine the person
may psychologically struggle. This could lead to the proposal of
a simplified version of that exercise part to expose the patient
gradually to the movement as a physiotherapist would do [74]
or to provide other types of support, such as breathing reminders
to reduce anxiety and tension. Similarly, companies interested in
evaluating their advertisements could understand better what part
of an advertisement is more effective and what is not [75].

Another interesting future direction would be to extend the
methodology into a multi-instance multi-label formulation [76],
where the emotional response is described by multiple instances
and associated with multiple class labels. Accordingly, the MIL
approach could be extended to map the dimensional perspectives
of the emotion. The natural extension is to formulate the problem
as a multiple instance regression task [27], [77], [78].

Finally, it would be interesting to integrate our approach with
approaches aimed to tackle the spatial ambiguity due to sparse
labeling. This is highly important for multi-dimensional signals,
such as videos [32]–[34] and texts [35], [36], as discussed in
Section 2, and also motion capture data [79], where emotional
states within a frame are represented by expression peaks in certain
parts of that frame (e.g. the smile and the eyes regions rather

than the full facial expressions or the bending of the body trunk
rather than the full body configuration [80]). Rather than simply
combining MIL that works at the spatial level with MIL that works
at the temporal level, it would be interesting to explore how both
spatial and temporal information can be integrated to solve both
ambiguities.

In conclusion, our work aimed to propose a new way of dealing
with the problem of sparse labeling over time. The results are
highly promising and open new possible directions for tackling
the modeling of real-life datasets.
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